
Self Service Patient Check-In Kiosk
WEBeDoctor brings next level innovative

The quality of the relationship patients have with their physician deeply 
impacts their ability to live longer, healthier lives. That’s why it’s critical that 
physician office visits offer efficient and easily accessible care. Improved 
efficiency allows providers to increase the total number of patients they 
serve.

The easier it is for patients to schedule a visit and see their doctor in a timely 
fashion, the more likely the patient is to follow recommended guidelines for 
follow-up appointments and preventative care. The WEBeDoctor method for 
next-level, more innovative patient self-registration kiosk reduces patient 
wait times to just a few minutes or less. 

By putting patients in charge of check-in, patients gain greater time for 
one-on-one contact with you, their physicians. In an era of value, 
WEBeDoctor automated Self Service Patient Check-In Kiosk sets the stage 
for your practice’s success, saving physicians, and patients time and money.

 Increased Point-of-Service   
 Collection

 Improved Performance

 Front-Desk staff are able to focus  
 on other duties

 Reduction in Patient Registration  
 Error

 Decrease in Paper Cost

 Fewer walkaways

 Shorter wait times

 Decrease in patient complaints



System Requirements
Contact us for a complete list

of system requirements.

To request more information or a live demonstration, please visit: http://www.WEBeDoctor.com
or call us at: 714-990-3999

►  Greet patients
 Patients sign in themselves and automatically join the right line.
 You get a load off your back, and your customers feel more in control.
 It's a win-win for all.

How WebeDoctor is different?

► Inform patients
 Inform patients about service status to give them peace of mind.
 They do not have to worry about missing their turn anymore

► Serve patients
 As customers take care of sign-in, you are free to greet them  
 and make sure they're having a good time.

► Alert o�ce sta� that they have arrived

► Verify or change their address, insurance  
 information, health status, update other  
 demographics as well as driver’s license  
 and their own picture

► Sign consent forms

► Notify o�ce sta� of their communication  
 preferences (Spanish or English)

WEBeDoctor connected technologies increase e�ciency and 
patient throughout for your primary care practice, eliminating a 
trip to the front desk.

 With the touch of a few buttons, your patients can:

How it Works


